Array of molecularly mediated thin film assemblies of nanoparticles: correlation of vapor sensing with interparticle spatial properties.
The ability to tune interparticle spatial properties of nanoparticle assemblies is essential for the design of sensing materials toward desired sensitivity and selectivity. This paper reports findings of an investigation of molecularly mediated thin film assemblies of metal nanoparticles with controllable interparticle spatial properties as a sensing array. The interparticle spatial properties are controlled by a combination of alpha,omega-difunctional alkyl mediators (X-(CH(2))(n)-X) such as alkyl dithiols, dicarboxylate acids, and alkanethiol shells capped on nanoparticles. Alkanethiolate-capped gold and gold-silver alloy nanoparticles (2-3 nm) were studied as model building blocks toward the thin film assemblies, whereas the variation of alkyl chain length manipulates the interparticle spacing. The thin films assembled on an interdigitated microelectrode array platform are characterized for determining their responses to the sorption of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The correlation between the response sensitivity and the interparticle spacing properties revealed not only a clear dependence of the sensitivity on alkyl chain length but also the occurrence of a dramatic change of the sensitivity in a region of chain length for the alkyl mediator comparable with that of the capping alkyl chains. This finding reflects a balance between the interparticle chain-chain cohesive interdigitation and the nanostructure-vapor interaction which determines the relative change of the electrical conductivity of the inked nanoparticle thin film in response to vapor sorption. The results, along with statistical analysis of the sensor array data in terms of sensitivity and selectivity, have provided important insights into the detailed delineation between the interparticle spacing and the nanostructured sensing properties.